Solution brief

Bridging the gap with flexworkers
HP Flexworker Solutions for home office, branch office, and mobile
field workers
Now available within your HP Managed Print Services (MPS) contract

What if you could…
• Give remote workers a better, customized
experience with simplified management and
ordering of supplies?
• Enable your print IT department to manage
supplies for your entire fleet through central billing
and consolidated reporting?
• Save costs by letting users purchase supplies via a
corporate price list versus making expensive retail
purchases?

Meeting the needs of the
evolving workplace
In today’s dynamic and evolving workplace,
telecommuting and alternate work locations
are becoming more and more common across
industries. As an enterprise or large
organization, you probably have your fair
share of flexworkers—home office workers,
branch/mobile field workers, remote workers,
and teleworkers. Often, these employees’
printers are not part of your MPS contract.
So not only do you lack visibility into how
those printers are being used and which
supplies flexworkers are purchasing, but they
in turn cannot take advantage of the cost
savings available with contracted supply rates.

Benefits for your organization
With HP Flexworker Solutions, your remote
workers and branch offices can now be
included in your MPS contract. You get a
complete, consistent, and globally available
MPS solution with the following advantages.
Simplified, managed experience
HP Flexworker Solutions enable you to give
your remote workers a better, customized,
and more convenient experience with
simplified management and ordering of
supplies.

Better control
HP Flexworker Solutions give you visibility into
and better control over the supply
management process for your flexworkers. In
addition, your print IT department can manage
supplies for your entire fleet through central
billing and consolidated reporting.
Cost savings
With HP Flexworker Solutions, your remote
employees can purchase OEM supplies at your
MPS contracted rates. As a result, you’ll save
costs as well as predict and manage spending
by letting users purchase supplies via a
corporate price list versus making expensive
retail purchases. And accounting will spend
less time processing reimbursement requests.

Benefits for flexworkers
Remote workers will enjoy the convenient
ordering options available through your MPS
contract. They no longer have to travel to the
store or spend time online searching for the
right type of supplies (along with the right
model numbers) for those supplies. What’s
more, they won’t need to worry about filling
out and submitting expense reports for
reimbursement—or even incurring those costs
in the first place.
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Customized portal
HP Flexworker Solutions includes a supplies portal for your employees. You can customize this portal to your specifications, including your corporate
or organization’s logo. This customized portal provides users with their own unique login that will show only their printers. So they’ll see the specific
supplies and the correct model numbers, without searching through hundreds of supplies or having to remember SKUs—making it quick and easy for
them to order exactly what they need.

“The consumerization of IT is
being driven by mobility, and
that change is huge.
Connecting employees,
devices, and processes has
never been more important.
As a result, the supporting IT
landscape is also having to
alter dramatically.”
— Accenture Mobility CIO Survey 2013: Business
Opportunities in the Maturing Mobility Market,
March 2014

Why HP?
HP takes a holistic approach to managing the
latest printing and imaging tools, technologies,
infrastructure, and processes that support
your organization to improve productivity,
simplify management, and reduce costs for
your entire end-user environment.
As a global technology and services provider,
we are acutely aware of your printing and
imaging requirements and how to help
transform your environment to deliver a
workplace of the future. HP offers technical
expertise along with reliable products and
services.
• Global scale with worldwide service

coverage in 170 countries and a single
global contract with standard devices and
Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
• Expertise with more than 25 years of

experience in managed print services.

• Flexibility with modular services that let us

design custom offers specific to your needs
and adjust it as those needs change.
• Powerful solutions to help optimize your

fleet, ensure data and document security,
and manage your evolving workplace.
• Leadership in imaging and printing as well

as network and infrastructure
management—and a strong commitment
to environmental sustainability.
We create a workplace environment where
people collaborate fluidly regardless of
location, where systems recognize and assist
users in adaptive ways, and where the
technology surrounds us intuitively.

Get started
Contact your local HP representative to assess
your specific requirements and find out more
about HP Flexworker Solutions.

Learn more
hp.com/go/mps
Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Share with colleagues
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